
YouX.
To grow and mentor a superhuman UX team it 
helps to be specific about the powers needed 
for the job. This seems like a no-brainer, but it's 
often hard for UX leaders to resist using in-
stinct to evaluate talent. It’s also tough for de-
signers with varying experience to accurately 
estimate their own capabilities.

The following is a tool to help you design YOU- 
assess the depth and breadth of your UX 
powers and plan goals for your career. It mea-
sures UX mastery along specific dimensions, 
and helps you evaluate yourself objectively and 
in relation to your peers. It also facilitates a 
conversation with senior leaders about the 
skills you need to develop and how leadership 
will support you in reaching your goals. 

Created by the athenahealth SFUX leadership team: 
Eric Bailey, Deuce Cruse, Abbe Don, Apeksha Garga, Jessica Rosenberg, Sheila Vyas
(c) copyright 2016 athenahealth
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• Exemplary execution
• Promoting evangelism
• Leads multiple threads of work

• Very Good execution
• Providing guidance
• Leads large thread of work

• Good execution
• Taking initiative
• Owns small thread of work

Your Scale
We measure our capabilities on a scale from one (1) to three 
(3). This describes increasing levels of strength from: Novice- 
an entry-level practitioner with initiative, the ability to follow 
guidance and deliver good work. Advanced- an experienced 
designer that guides others and whose execution is very 
good. Expert- a seasoned exemplar in their craft able to 
evangelize design and lead multiple teams. 



Your Superpowers
We’ve identified nine (9) skills essential for uncovering 
insights and innovating business and product experiences.

Design Research
Synthesis
Storytelling
Facilitation
Concept Development

Service Design
Interaction Design
Visual Design
Prototyping

Your Star
We’ll use this diagram to mark your current and desired 
strength in each of the nine UX superpowers. 

As shown by the smaller 
diagram, a Novice shows 
an interest and strength in 
research techniques. 

She pursues a plan to 
develop specific powers in 
Research, Synthesis, 
Storytelling and Facilita-
tion, and eventually 
becomes an Expert in her 
area of interest.
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A CAREER OVER TIME



Time to Get
Started!

Plot your skills on the star 
diagram by circling the 
numbers you entered on 
your score sheets. Take 
note of your range and 
depth of skill.

On each score sheet, mark 
how you currently measure 
in the 9 essential powers 
of User Experience. Note 
the three primary levels 
are Novice, Advanced and 
Expert.

Compare your star with 
your manager’s and 
colleagues’. Talk about the 
similarities and differences 
in your assessment. Think 
about how you might 
re-evaluate your star 
diagram.

Use the diagram to 
consider developing new 
skills. Discuss what 
commitments you will 
make and what opportuni-
ties you need to achieve 
those goals.

Assess Your 
Skills

Fill in Your 
Star

Compare & 
Discuss

Set New 
Goals
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STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4STEP 1



• Investigates existential business and system problems

• Evaluates research programs and activities

• Can improvise novel research methods and processes

• Enrolls the organization in the value of research

• Teaches and leads teams in designing and conducting research

• Investigates complex system problems

• Plans and manages research with multiple inputs

Expert

Advanced

Novice

• Investigates product or experience problems

• Given a problem, generates research questions and hypotheses

• Identifies appropriate research participants

• Identifies methodologies to answer research questions

• Conducts research activities 
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STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS

Design Research
Designing and conducting research inquiries that 
investigate user/market needs (Foundational), ap-
propriate conceptual direction (Generative) and 
improving the design of proposed solutions (Evalua-
tive). Uncovering meaningful human insights and 
market opportunities that drive business innovation 
and inform design decisions. Using these opportuni-
ties to inspire and guide decision-makers and 
executional teams. 



• Recommends opportunities that articulate future possibilities for 
impact on the business and in the world 

• Works with stakeholders to translate opportunities into business 
and design requirements

• Teaches, leads and evaluates synthesis exercises 

• Generates novel insights that reveal previously hidden meaning and 
extrapolates themes into overarching truths

• Creates conceptual frameworks- holistic ways of understanding a system 
and the opportunity at hand

Expert

Advanced

Novice
• Can generate observations from the research findings

• Uses observations to identify patterns and themes 
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Synthesis
Deriving meaning and finding direction amidst a 
volume of research findings. Aggregating and orga-
nizing data from the field and the greater business 
landscape into insights that comprise novel ways of 
thinking and illuminate opportunities for innovation. 
Forming a succinct and compelling point of view on 
their relevance to business problem and objectives.

STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS



Storytelling
Using logic and emotion to Inform, inspire and enroll 
audiences. Through presentation media (spoken, 
visual, etc.) creating narratives and persuasive mes-
sages that make ideas salient and motivating to 
audiences. Understanding the needs of audiences 
and tailoring accordingly.

• Creates transformative experiences

• Activates audiences, drives new values and behaviors

• Creates persuasive arguments

• Persuades audiences, drives new perspectives

Expert

Advanced

Novice • Explains ideas and phenomena

• Informs and educates audiences
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STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS



Facilitation
Designing collaborative exercises that engage 
people in experiencing empathy, co-creation and 
decision-making. Leading and facilitating various 
audiences in those exercises to successful outcomes.

• Uses business objectives to orchestrate events that address 
multiple complex issues or drive multiple outcomes 

• Evaluates facilitators in the design and execution of exercises

• Plans and facilitates exercises solving single problems

Expert

Advanced

Novice • Presents to groups of people to share ideas

• Follows a plan to facilitate teams in exercises
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STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS



Concept Development
Using opportunities and imagination to explore a 
range of ideas for innovative new systems, products 
or services. Evaluating and then refining ideas using 
specific business, user and technology criteria.

• Inspires and guides the conceptual development of others

• Evaluates conceptual directions based on criteria and user feedback

• Follows opportunities to generate viable detailed conceptual directions

• Defines a theoretical POV on how concepts fulfill opportunities

Expert

Advanced

Novice • Identifies relevant inspiration

• Generates many divergent ideas
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STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS



• Creates goals and intent for service system within a larger product or 
contextual ecosystem

• Proposes new services or service framework for a portfolio of products

• Envisions new service design tools or processes 

• Creates an end-to-end proposed service journey with multiple touch points

• Utilizes a variety of channels to create desired experience

• Chooses and modifies service templates, such as a service blueprint, or 
journey map, to communicate service processes and goals

Expert

Advanced

Novice

• Completes templates such as service blueprint, or journey map using 
team-generated content or an existing service

• Prototypes individual touch point concepts within a defined future 
service journey

• Envisions individual touch point concepts within a proposed service journey
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Service Design
Planning and organizing the people, infrastructure, 
communication and material of a service in order to 
improve the interaction and impact between service 
provider and customers. Entails reconciling the needs 
of benefactors and actors, and defining the 
exchange of value between them. Involves designing 
and prototyping concepts as a cohesive system or 
sequence of events. Requires succinctly communicat-
ing the complexity and benefit of the service to a 
variety of stakeholders.

STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS



Interaction Design
Defining the structure and behavior of interactive 
systems, services or products by focusing on the 
needs of users and the business. Fostering meaning-
ful relationships between people and the products 
they use through organizing frameworks and core 
interaction techniques (interaction models, informa-
tion architecture, task flows, wireframes, etc...). Doc-
umenting the behaviors of the system through speci-
fications.

• Defines functional requirements and business logic, creates 
information architecture for complex systems

• Evaluates and guides interactive system and solutions

• Follows functional requirements to create interaction models and 
interaction patterns 

• Creates task flows connecting a sequence of interactions

Expert

Advanced

Novice
• Defines functional requirements and business logic, creates information 

architecture for complex systems

• Evaluates and guides interactive system and solutions
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STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS



Visual Design
Defining communication and emotional objectives of 
interactive systems, services or products by focusing 
on the needs of users and the business. Fostering 
meaningful relationships between people and the 
products they use by attracting, creating desires and 
motivating users through graphical techniques (ty-
pography, color, image, symbol, texture, motion, 
behavior, sound, etc...). Documenting the compre-
hensive experience language of the system.

• Defines communication and emotional objectives- a brand architec-
ture/guidelines for a product, service or company

• Evaluates and guides visual language and solutions

• Follows a brand architecture/guidelines to define a visual language 

• Defines a theoretical POV on how solutions achieve objectives

Expert

Advanced

Novice
• Follows an existing visual language to design new experiences

• Follows objectives to create a variety of visual directions

• Defines an information hierarchy
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STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS



Prototyping
Creating low-to-high fidelity simulations of prod-
ucts and services that minimize risk by:

1. Investigating a specific hypothesis about users, con-
ceptual direction or technical feasibility.

2. Building stimuli that uncover user needs and pain
points (“could be”), derive feedback on directional
explorations (“should be”), or generate evidence
about technical feasibility (“will be”).

3. Telling a compelling story about specific opportunities
for a business or technology.

• Plans and leads prototyping for a variety of situations throughout 
the development process 

• Can create high-fidelity experiences, either “works like” implemen-
tations, or very realistic “looks like” executions 

• Effectively identifies the best stimulus for meeting the intention of the 
research or the story. Determines effective type of prototype.

• Makes the appropriate trade-offs of time and effort vs fidelity of proto-
type

Expert

Advanced

Novice
• Follows direction to create low-fidelity mock-ups or linear click-throughs 

expressing simple ideas/concepts

• Proficiency with a range of prototyping tools
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STEP 1 ASSESS YOUR SKILLS
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YOUR NAME DATE

Research

Synthesis

StorytellingVisual 

FacilitationInteraction 

ConceptingService 

Prototyping

Picture Your Power 
Plot your skills on the star diagram by circling the numbers you en-
tered on your score sheets. 

STEP 2 FILL IN YOUR STAR

1 = Novice 2 = Advanced 3 = Expert



Take Note 
Compare your star with your manager’s and colleagues’. Talk about 
the similarities and differences in your assessment. Think about how 
you might re-evaluate your star diagram. 

STEP 3 COMPARE & DISCUSS




